Abra Lighting
- avant-garde lighting fixtures

ACL (Architectural Cathode Lighting)
- custom architectural cathode lighting & LED solutions

Altman
- theatrical, architectural, film, and video lighting

Anolis
- high end architectural LED lighting

Architectural Lighting Works
- linear LED lighting for commercial interiors

AV Poles & Lighting
- commercial grade lighting poles & fixtures

Axo Light
- aesthetic + functional, featuring finishes and materials such as glass and silk

Beta-Calco
- decorative, performance, and architectural interior and exterior lighting

Day-O-Lite
- tunable white LED lighting for healthcare, educational, office applications

DESIGNPLAN BRANDS

Antox Lighting
- turnkey architectural lighting and bespoke decorative fixtures

Ares
- sophisticated Italian lighting with aluminium, stainless steel and glass

Brick in the Wall
- seamless integration of light

Buzzi & Buzzi
- recessed, surface, and outdoor lighting for residential, commercial, public spaces

EW0
- modular system for the arts, roadways, airports, public spaces

Folbos
- one-of-a-kind chandeliers

HALLA
- high quality luminaires ranging from built-in to track and free-standing

Luce & Light
- Italian fixtures that recreate natural architectural illumination

P.U.K.
- architectural outdoor lighting

DESIGNPLAN (continued)

TAL
- trendsetter in high-end lighting (downdrafts, exterior lighting, decorative)

Unonovesette
- high-end architectural LED lighting with quality Italian design

Wibre
- underwater and exterior lighting

DigitalSpeck (by Manning)
- edge-lit LED products

EcoSense
- cutting-edge LED lighting for architectural & commercial applications

Electrix Illumination
- cove and indirect lighting for the architectural lighting community

Essential by Electrix
- LED lighting products for remodeling, retrofitting, and design-build contractors

ETI (Efficient-Tec International)
- step & aisle lighting for auditoriums & theatres; stainless steel handrails

Evergreen Lighting
- light fixtures for interior, exterior, combined, and custom lighting applications

Fabbian Lighting
- modern Italian decorative lighting with designs including glass and crystal

Feelux
- energy-efficient lighting systems for discerning architects and designers

Forma Lighting
- Italian designed architectural interior and exterior lighting systems and solutions

Helios Lighting
- downlighting suitable for a range of commercial and architectural applications

Healthé by Lighting Science
- lighting science and technology that supports the health, wellbeing, and performance of people through our built environments

HUBBELL LIGHTING BRANDS

Alera
- linear suspended and wall mounted products for commercial use

Architectural Area Lighting
- high performance decorative outdoor architectural

Beacon
- LED products for the commercial and municipal markets

Bell
- weatherproof electrical solutions

HUBBELL LIGHTING (continued)

Columbia Lighting
- commercial and industrial luminaires

Compass Lighting
- energy-saving fixtures for commercial/light industrial

Dual-Lite
- life safety lighting

Hubbell Outdoor
- lighting for electrical distributor and contractor markets

Killark
- harsh & hazardous lighting

Hubbell Industrial
- LED and HID lighting products for complex environments

Kim Lighting
- outdoor architectural and landscape lighting

Kurt Versen
- specification-grade downlights with superior visual aesthetics

LiteControl
- linear direct, direct/indirect, and cove lighting for commercial spaces

Prescolite
- full range downlighting

Industrial / Rig Lights
- hazardous and specialty lighting

Ivalo Collection from Lutron
- luxury LED pendants and sconces

Ketra Lighting (a Lutron company)
- innovative lighting technology that creates high quality, natural LED lighting to enhance the experience of any space

LaMar Lighting
- made in the USA high quality LED luminaires using state of the art components

LC Doane
- reliable lights for demanding environments including industrial & institutional

Lightheaded
- beautiful, reliable, affordable architectural lighting products

Lightlouver
- daylighting system that eliminates glare and workspace sunlight penetration

Light & Electronic Design
- low voltage and safety lighting

Light Tape
- continuously illuminated accent and backlighting solution

Lime...
LumenWerx
LED technology with cutting edge optics & thermal management in recessed, surface, and pendant mounted options

Luminaire LED
high abuse fixtures with a lifetime warranty against beakage

Lumium
stylishly designed and engineered architectural linear lighting fixtures

Luraline
cost-effective LED lighting solutions for interior and exterior applications

LUX Dynamics
high efficiency luminaires with superior output; 10-year warranty; made in NV

Manning
custom designer-manufacturer of traditional & contemporary church lighting

Meteor
high output LED, advanced dimming, solar LED

Meyer (an Electrix company)
exterior luminaires with a high degree of efficiency and optimal glare control

Modern Forms (by WAC)
all-LED luminaires illuminate homes, workplaces, hotels, or restaurants

Mule Lighting
the most complete emergency lighting line in the industry

Neidhardt Lighting
(an ALW company)
decorative architectural LED luminaires

NORDEON BRANDS
Griven entertainment & architectural outdoor lighting
HessAmerica premium decorative specification lighting
Schmitz premium design luminaires for office, hospitality, and retail
Wila high performance lighting for commercial buildings, hospitals, airports, schools, retailers, and universities
Nova Flex customized architectural-grade LED ribbon and neon solutions

Novus beautifully crafted custom lighting

OCL (Original Cast Lighting)
exceptionally crafted decorative lighting

OnLine Power
world class power protection solutions

Optic Arts
LED tape light, channel and drivers, and customizable high-output fixtures

Picasso
custom-designed fixtures in 8–12 weeks

PLC Lighting
contemporary and traditional lighting fixtures in a multitude of styles

Rebelle
families of luminaires that flow from the exterior to interior of a building project

Reggiani
cutting-edge technological solutions, Reggiani transforms spaces with light

Sentry Electric
historic decorative HID & LED luminaires

Sentry Sports Lighting
specializing in stadium, arena, and athletic field lighting

Solavanti
decorative pendants, sconces, accent, and ambient lighting

Sollos
experts in landscape lighting

SpecGrade
specification-grade, high output LED indoor and outdoor luminaires

Spring Lighting Group
quality, affordable, and energy efficient LED solutions; 10-year limited warranty

Starfire
linear, recessed, decorative, and custom lighting products with architectural, commercial, institutional applications

Stone Lighting
upscale transitional lighting that features hand blown Murano glass, Swarovski crystal, and other precious metals

Teron Lighting
commercial grade energy efficient green lighting solutions

TLS patented solutions for backlit, stretch ceiling, retrofitting, and custom LED

Traxon
LED cove, facade, and media solutions

Vantage
spec-grade, energy-efficient LED recessed downlights, cylinders, and high/low bays

Vision3
landscape and exterior spec-grade architectural lighting products

Vista Professional
distinctive landscape lighting fixtures, transformers, HID ballasts, accessories

WAC
high quality decorative and task lighting

CONTROLS
E:Cue
architainment lighting control solutions

Hubbell Control Solutions
simple, scalable, and seamless solutions for indoor and outdoor applications

Ketra (a Lutron company)
innovative lighting technology that creates high quality, natural LED lighting to enhance the experience of any space

Legrand ON-Q
complete line of residential home networking, intercom, camera, audio, and lighting control systems

Lutron
world leader in architectural & energy saving lighting controls

LVS
UL924 listed emergency lighting controls

SHADES
Lutron Shading Solutions
shading that can be automated and integrated with Lutron controls

WT Shade
innovative and superior quality interior roller shading products